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Dear Editor,

thank you for returning to us our manuscript entitled “Incidental advanced-stage Hodgkin lymphoma diagnosed at the time of radical prostatectomy for prostatic cancer: a case report and review of literature”.

Enclosed please find the revised version. Indeed, we have revised the manuscript addressing the comments of the editor and, as requested, provided a point-by-point response to the concerns.

Editor’s comment

The authors stated in their response letter that “We submitted our manuscript to a native English-speaking reviewer who made some changes to the English Language structure and syntax.” Nevertheless, this revised manuscript submission still contains suboptimal quality of written English language, multiple punctuation errors, word tense errors. Unless the authors agree to obtain professional writing assistant/professional copy writing assistance for improving the overall quality of the written English language for their manuscript submission, this manuscript summation will not be deemed acceptable for publication in the journal BMC Cancer. Therefore, this manuscript submission is not yet currently acceptable for publication in the journal BMC Cancer. Please relay this information to the authors of this manuscript submission.

Authors’ response

In order to improve the overall quality of the written English of our manuscript, we submitted it to a professional language editing service, following your suggestion to have our paper edited by Edanz (www.edanzediting.com/bmc1). Therefore, the attached version of the manuscript has been reviewed through the Edanz professional online editing services.

Moreover, during the final revision of the text, some sentences have been minimally refined, without changes in original meaning. Anyway, again, we are ready to make additional changes should it be deemed necessary by the Editor.
We thank you in advance for the consideration and we look forward to hearing soon about the final destiny of our manuscript.

With best regards,

Antonio Di Meglio, MD